#youthweek2340 Photo Competition 2020
Terms and Conditions of Entry
The Promoter is Tamworth Regional Council (ABN: 52 631 074 450), 437 Peel St, Tamworth
NSW 2340.
Information on how to enter the Promotion and a description of the prizes that may be won in
the Promotion form part of these Terms and Conditions of Entry. Participation in the
Promotion constitutes acceptance of these Terms and Conditions of Entry. Entries not
complying with these Terms and Conditions of Entry are ineligible and the Promoter
reserves its absolute right to disqualify any entrant from the Promotion if any entries do not
comply with these Terms and Conditions of Entry.
1. Subject to these Terms and Conditions of Entry, entry is open to anyone aged
between 12 and 24 years old
2. The Competition opens at 00:01 (AEST) on 1 April 2020 and closes at 23:59 (AEST)
on 9 April 2020
3. The competition is a game of skill and the nine winning images will be selected by a
judge based on marketability, originality and quality. The winners will be notified via
Instagram or Facebook direct message or email
4. The prize consists of:
a. x1 $50 voucher to a shop in the Tamworth region
b. there are 9 vouchers to be won
5. Photos entered must be the original work of the entrant
6. Photos entered must use the tag #youthweek2340
7. If entering via Instagram entrant must have a “public” profile on Instagram
8. If entering via Facebook entrant must make the photo “public” on Facebook
9. By using the tag #youthweek2340 you are deemed to have accepted the Terms and
Conditions of the competition
10. Incomplete, ineligible or incomprehensible entries will not be accepted. Entrants who
provide incorrect, misleading or fraudulent information are ineligible to participate in
the Promotion and all entries of an entrant who is deemed by the
11. Promoter to have provided incorrect, misleading or fraudulent information may, at the
discretion of the Promoter, be deemed invalid
12. Any bookings related to these prizes must be made direct with the provider and are
subject to availability
13. The Promoter reserves the right to verify the validity of entries and reserves the right
to disqualify any entrant for tampering with the entry process or for submitting an
entry that is not in accordance with these Terms and Conditions of Entry
14. The Promoter will not be held responsible in the event that prize winner cannot travel
at the time required for prize redemption
15. The prize must be taken as offered and is not exchangeable, transferable or
redeemable for cash or for resale. If for whatever reason the specified prize is
unavailable, the Promoter reserves the right to award an alternate prize of equal or
greater value

16. If this Competition is not capable of running as planned due to reasons beyond the
reasonable control of the Promoter (including infection by computer virus, bugs,
tampering, unauthorized intervention, fraud, technical failures or any other causes
beyond the control of the Promoter which corrupt or affect the administration,
security, fairness, integrity or proper conduct of this Competition), no correspondence
will be entered into
17. The Promoter reserves the right to disqualify any individual, who tampers with the
entry process, and to cancel, terminate, modify or suspend the Competition, subject
to any written directions made under State or Territory legislation
18. The Promoter accepts no responsibility for any tax implications that may arise from
winning of the prizes. Independent financial advice should be sought
19. The Promoter may use any personal information that an entrant has provided to it as
part of the Promotion for direct marketing purposes (including telemarketing and
advertising via email, SMS or post)
20. The Promoter may use any personal information that an entrant has provided to it as
part of the Promotion for the purpose of running the Promotion, and also in
advertisements, publications, media statements and other promotional material
associated with the Promotion. For purposes of public statements and
advertisements the Promoter will only publish the winner's first name and surname.
The Promoter may disclose the information for those purposes to its related bodies
corporate and contractors
21. By entering the Promotion, the Prize winner(s) agree to the Promoter's use of their
entry for publicity and promotional purposes for an unlimited period of time, without
further notification or compensation. In this circumstance, the promoter agrees to
credit the prize winner(s)
22. To the extent permitted by law, each entrant and each Prize winner irrevocably
waives all rights against the Promoter and its related companies, its employees,
servants, agents, independent contractors or representatives (together, the
'Indemnified Persons') and releases and discharges the Indemnified Persons from all
claims, liability, costs, expenses, damages or losses (whether direct, indirect or
consequential and whether arising under statute, from negligence, personal injury,
death, property damage or otherwise) arising from or in connection with the
Competition or a prize. These terms do not limit or exclude liability to the extent that
liability cannot, by law, be limited or excluded
23. To the extent permitted by law, neither the Promoter nor any of its related companies
or associated agencies accepts any liability to the prize winner(s) or anyone else for
any injury, damages, expenses or loss whatsoever (including without limitation loss
of profit, revenue or business and indirect, consequential, special or incidental loss or
damage), relating to entry into the Competition or which is sustained in the course of
accepting or using a prize
24. This Promotion is in no way sponsored, endorsed or administered by, or associated
with, Facebook, Twitter or Instagram.

